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Tweens and teens will love this fun, photo-packed guide to makeup from one of the industry's top

professionals! Novice users get all the basics they needâ€”tips on tools and application techniques,

ways to use color, and steps for basic skin care. More than 35 looks are then grouped by

"expression" to represent the many moods of teen girls. Classic, sweet, cool, sporty, retro,

glamorous, and outrageousâ€”each mood is made up on five or more real girls with a variety of

coloring and face shapes. As readers go through the book, they see each girl transformed with

numerous looks. Teens also learn to express their astrological personality, with a color palette and

special look for each zodiac sign. Teen Makeup is not about covering up defects or hiding who you

are, but about the empowering ways makeup can be used to express your true self.â€¢ For girls

ages 12 and upâ€¢ A cast of real life teens are transformed with numerous looks throughout the

bookâ€¢ Author was head makeup artist for Helena Rubenstein and has worked with other top

cosmetics companies, including LancÃ´meâ€¢ Includes tips showing how glasses and braces can

be transformed with makeupâ€¢ Also available from the same author Makeup (0-8230-2981-6)
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The title of this book is misleading, because when I hear the word "teen," I usually think of pink

glitter, sleep over parties, and garish makeup. Apparently that's not what Linda Mason thinks of



when she hears the word. The book is well-written, with detailed descriptions of all makeup

application techniques and makeup items, and she assumes nothing of the reader. The techniques

she demonstrates are useful for everyday wear and perfect for anyone that's had trouble

coordinating their eye and lip makeup without looking like a clown. Moreover, Mason includes girls

of many races, with different facial structures, hair and eye colors, and recommends makeup

techniques for almost all of them. Overall, this book is perfect for teens and adults alike - the only

reason I gave it 4 out of 5 stars is that she sometimes assumes that consumers have more access

to professional makeup than they do (she advocates mixing primary colors in addition to using

pre-mixed ones, etc). Give this book a try; you won't regret it.

This book is very detailed and has tons of info about certain products and certain teqniques about

applying makeup. But most girls don't where makeup like that because it looks phony and chessy

so in conclusion, good info, chessy unrealistic photos.

I bought for my daughter and she looked at it and said it was not very helpful for any purpose of

doing makeup different ways,she knew everything in this book and more.

Some of the looks are for people older than teenagers. Some of the looks are not for every day use,

more for dress up and halloween.

I bought this for my 15 year old and she thanked me. I think anyone with a teen would know that a

thank you says it all.If your daughter is wearing makeup and you're tired of doing battle with her

over it, BUY HER THIS BOOK!

Wasn't what I thought it would be.

Great photos and easy to read, purchased for a tween birthday gift along with other things to go into

a make up goodie bag, she will love this book. Thank you!

It arrived severely water damaged
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